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save time and money! reduce your project lead time. use more time for more important things.fluidsim is a professional simulation program that can be used for smaller and larger tasks. to use the fluidsim library, just import the model. a simple two-step procedure guides you through the model. to design a valve, simply drag
and drop the valve to the blank space and open the dialog. fluidsim now supports the tab key function in the dialog and moves with you when you move the pointer to your design area. save time and money! reduce your project lead time. use more time for more important things. unlike other tools, fluidsim is a professional
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this makes it extremely easy to use fluidsim for process simulation.xtended and updated didactic material. opc and easyport open the gateway to the world of 24 volts systemsluidsim can also communicate with other applications. function diagram editor and parts list generator. automatic current path numbering, logic element
tables, terminal designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. in addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder configurator is now also available.lexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling. all the components are shown in clearly structured trees. the component library has

been greatly extended in comparison with version 3.6. systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can be simulated. the new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. local installation, network license or use at home: fluidsim 6 covers all your use cases. you decide at any time how you want to use fluidsim 6, with maximum flexibility! you want to use a part of your licenses offline in the school network and the other part online with fluidsim 6 this is possible. even a subsequent change
can be done easily by yourself with the license manager and the activation wizard - at any time. you want to assign licenses to your trainees for homeschooling and set up rules for this with the license manager, you can easily create groups, set passwords, set an expiration date, and use and use numerous other setting options.
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